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Abstract
This paper proposes an efficient anti-keyword derivation
method to improve the rejection performance of keyword
spotting. In this method, each anti-keyword is derived from
the large vocabulary lexicon considering acoustic similarity to
keywords, making use of the confusion matrix. Experimental 
results show that a 3 % improvement of the rejection rate is 
obtained compared to conventional methods that do not have
our anti-keyword models. 

1. Introduction
Keyword spotting is an effective approach to speech
recognition applications for detecting several to hundreds of 
keywords [1]-[4]. For such applications, a false alarm,
misdetection of a keyword from an utterance without a 
keyword, is a significant problem. To reduce false alarms,
background models (or garbage models) were introduced [1],
[2]. As acoustic models for recognizing keywords are also 
used as background models in most cases, acoustic 
discrimination between keywords and non-keywords is not 
easy. Therefore various techniques have been proposed to 
alleviate this problem.

We have proposed a two-pass keyword spotting technique 
based on bilingual HMMs (Hidden Markov Models), which 
makes use of phonemic garbage models trained on a speech
corpus of a language that is different - but acoustically similar 
– from the target one [5]. An advantage of this technique is
that it does not need penalty tuning over garbage models, 
necessary for ordinary keyword spotting. 

Another approach for alleviating false alarms is verifying
whether the utterance truly contains a hypothetical keyword
using anti-subword models [6], [7].  In [6], each subword in
an utterance is verified based on confidence measures derived
from subword models and anti-subword models. However, 
the threshold of the confidence measure is common for all
keywords, but it is not practical to determine keyword-
dependent thresholds from the viewpoint of computational 
cost.

Some verification methods using anti-keyword models 
have been proposed [8]-[10]. In [9], task-dependent 
discrimination training is conducted to train anti-keyword
models using alternative hypotheses generated by a speech
recognizer. Although this approach takes account of acoustic 
confusability between keywords and anti-keywords, an 
enormous amount of speech data is necessary to obtain 
accurate anti-keyword models.

In this paper, we propose a keyword spotting algorithm
with anti-keywords derived from a large vocabulary based on 
their similarities, using the confusion matrix. The strengths of

our algorithm are as follows: (1) enormous amounts of speech 
data are not necessary as the similarity is calculated based on 
the confusion matrix and (2) no need to worry about setting a 
threshold on the confidence measure as the performance
changes gradually vis-à-vis the recognition score. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the definition of acoustic similarity between a keyword and a
non-keyword and a method for deriving anti-keywords from a
large vocabulary based on acoustic similarity. Section 3 
describes a method for verifying utterances by using anti-
keywords. The results of experiments for evaluating 
performance of rejection and recognition are described in 
Section 4. 
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Figure 1 Recognition Network for Keyword Spotting
Using Anti-keyword Models

2. Definition of Word Similarity between 
Keyword and Non-keyword 

2.1. Definition of word similarity between keyword and 
non-keyword

Figure 1 shows the grammar for keyword spotting in our
system. Keywords and anti-keywords are connected in
parallel between two garbage model networks.

A word similarity metric, which is a metric of acoustic
similarity between subword (phoneme in this study)
sequences of a keyword and those of a non-keyword, is 
computed based on the confusion matrix of the acoustic 
model of phonemes used for recognizing keywords by
dynamic programming (DP) matching. Let W represent the
set of subwords. The acoustic word similarity S(A,B) between 
words A and B is calculated as follows. 
1. Derive confusion probabilities for subword

(phoneme) i, j from a confusion matrix. An element
of the confusion matrix, n(i,j), is the number of 
output j caused by input i in speech recognition. The 
set of subwords includes a null subword  for the 
case when a subword is output from a null input
(insertion) and the case when null output is observed 
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for an arbitrary input (deletion). For subword i, the 
probability of a hit, Phit, the probability of a 
substitution, Psub, the probability of an insertion, Pins,
and the probability of a deletion, Pdel, are defined as 
follows:
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2. Decompose keyword A and non-keyword B into
sequences of subwords that are units of the
confusion matrix.
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3. The word similarity S(A,B) is recursively calculated 
by the following equations (6)-(10), where SIM()
represents the similarity between the sub-sequence
of keyword A and non-keyword B and sim()
represents similarity between subwords.The 
reference range for keyword A extends from the 
beginning to the xe-th subword, while the reference
range of non-keyword B extends from ys-th subword 
to the ye-th subword. 
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The term c is a constant representing the minimum length 
of a subword sequence in calculating word similarity. The 
constant c enables detection of similarity between similar
subwords contained in a keyword and an anti-keyword
candidate. By setting xe=m, ys=0, ye=n, this function can be
disabled.

Figure 2 Block Diagram of Derivation of Anti-
Keywords from Large Vocabulary Lexicon Based on 
the Acoustic Similarity Calculation.

Figure 3 Block Diagram of Keyword Spotting Using 
Proposed Anti-keyword Models 

2.2. Derivation of anti-keywords from large vocabulary
based on word similarity

We derive anti-keywords from a large vocabulary of non-
keywords using word similarity S(A,B). We assume that (1) a 
keyword A is set in advance, and (2) that a sufficiently large
vocabulary is available for any non-keyword. Figure 2 shows
the block diagram of our process for anti-keyword derivation
from keywords, confusion matrix and large vocabulary of 
non-keywords.

If the calculated word similarity of a non-keyword
exceeds a predetermined threshold, the non-keyword is added 
to the set of anti-keywords. In calculating the word similarity,
as described in Section 2.1, the entire sequence of keyword
and non-keyword as well as the partial sequence are 
considered. The word similarity S(A,B) is calculated as the
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maximum value of word similarities for the full and the 
partial sequences of keyword A and non-keyword B. 

3. Utterance Verification with Anti-keywords 
F

is provided, a hypothesis with a 
ma

igure 3 shows the block diagram of a keyword spotting
system based on the proposed utterance verification method 
using anti-keyword models. The recognition lexicon consists 
of keywords and anti-keywords derived by the procedures 
shown in Section 2.

When an input speech
ximum likelihood logPk is first obtained from the HMM-

based speech recognizer, in which keywords and anti-
keywords are represented by context dependent Japanese
HMMs, while garbage models are represented by context
independent English HMMs [5]. We employ the English 
HMMs as their rejection performance is higher than that of 
Japanese HMMs [5]. An alternative hypothesis with the
likelihood logPb is obtained from the background network, 
where phoneme are connected, taking into account the
Japanese syllable structure. The normalized score S based on 
a log likelihood ratio is calculated using two log likelihood 
logPk and logPb as defined in 
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where ts and te represent the beginning and end time of an 
utterance. We apply a sigmoid function to score S and derive 
the recognition score SN by converting a log likelihood ratio 
into a score from 1 to 100 as in 
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where a and b are constants (a=0.5, b=1.2 in this study).

stat
The hypothesis is then verified in two stages. The first
e is a soft thresholding as defined in

NS , the hypothetical result is rejected,

NS , the hypothetical result is accepted.
In the seco sed the soft-

4. Experiments

4.1. Effects of word similarity on the rejection

f this experiment is (1) to investigate the effect 

s of Japanese cellular phone speech
rec

used for anti-keywords in this experiment. 

und models [5].
Key

rds. The utterances are 
clas

rds Derivation

nd stage, the hypothesis which pas
thresholding is verified as being a keyword. If it is an anti-
keyword, the hypothetical result is rejected. 

performance

The purpose o
of word similarity between spoken non-keywords and
keywords on the rejection performance and (2) to evaluate 
performance improvements when the proposed anti-keyword
models are introduced. 

The test set consist
orded in a clean environment. It contains 520 short 

utterances, 397 of which contain a keyword (viz. names of 
shops, stations, locations) while each utterance of the
remaining 123 utterances contain at least one non-keyword.
The lexicon consists of 100 keywords, while anti-keywords
are derived from 914 non-keywords (the same task as for 
keywords). The threshold th for acoustic word similarity was 
set to -5, -10 and -15. Entire sequences of non-keywords are

Common to all experiments in this paper, bilingual
acoustic models are used as backgro

words and anti-keywords are modeled using gender-
dependent, context-dependent HMM. The models are trained 
using a Japanese large corpus of landline and mobile
telephone speech. The feature vectors are size 38 (12 MFCC 
+ 12 MFCC + 12 MFCC + Energy + Energy). The 
garbage models are 28 context-independent, 3-state single
Gaussian HMMs trained on MACROPHONE American
English telephone speech corpus [5].

Table 1 shows the rejection rates for the 123 test
utterances that do not contain keywo

sified into 5 groups according to word similarity. The
threshold for deriving anti-keywords varies from -15 to -5 by
5 for each group. When anti-keywords are not used, as can be
seen in Table 1, the rejection rates decrease as the word 
similarity increases without anti-keywords (see the row
“none”), and utterances with similarity larger than -5 are not 
rejected. In other words, non-keyword utterances cannot be 
discriminated from keyword utterances. In contrast, when 
anti-keywords are introduced, the rejection performance is
improved as the threshold is lowered. 

Table 1 Improvement of Rejection Performance for 
Various Thresholds for Anti-keywo

4.2. Effects of introducing anti-keywords on recognition
and rejection performance

hen anti-keyword models are 

entire
seq

s. Dotted lines show the proposed 
me

sing dotted lines. As shown
in F

In this experiment, we investigate the performance of 
recognition and rejection w
derived from a large vocabulary independent of keywords and 
when a partial sequence of non-keywords is permitted.

Anti-keywords are derived from 7936 non-keywords.
Both of the two cases were evaluated: (1) only the

uences are permitted in the calculation of word similarity,
(2) partial sequences are permitted. Figure 4 and 5 show the 
performance for each case.

Figure 4 shows the performance of anti-keywords without 
considering partial sequence

thod and solid lines show the conventional method, which
does not have any anti-keywords. The rejection rate of our 
method is higher than that of the conventional method, and 
the transition for the change of SN is more moderate. The
Equal Rate (recognition rate equal to rejection rate), 86 %, is 
higher than the baseline (84 %). 

The performance of anti-keywords that consider partial 
sequences is shown in Figure 5 u

igure 5, a high rejection rate and moderate transition for 
the change of the score SN are achieved. The Equal Rate for 
the proposed method is 87 %, where the improvement is 3 %.
These results show that a higher rejection performance is
achieved by considering the partial sequence of anti-
keywords.



Figure 4 Improvement of Rejection Rate Using the 
Proposed Anti-keyword Derivation Method (Large
Vocabulary)

Figure 5 Improvement of rejection rate using 
proposed anti-keyword (Large Vocabulary, subword)

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a derivation method of anti-
keywords for improving the rejection performance of
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